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ABSTRACT: Through a collection of imagistic poems, themes of humanity, dance, and 

their surreal intersection are explored. While dance is a wordless art, a creation through 

fleeting images of the body, I use words to recreate and preserve the evanescent nature of 

dance. My poetry focuses on ballerinas, flight, and the body, and how transformation 

takes place both in ballet and in the world. The interconnectedness of all things is 

expressed through leaping language, with yearning to connect and to halt time. What I 

explore in this manuscript is what makes ballet a special art form. The similarity of 

dancers to birds and other creatures of flight such as dragonflies and fireflies is 

considered through fantastical imaginings. The ultimate goal is to wed the diverse 

disciplines of poetry and dance, and closer unite the variety of human expressions and 

experiences. By looking at the spiritual nature of dance and the mysterious and physical 

side, I hope to reveal truths about human existence. On the canvas of the mind words 

paint a kaleidoscopic collage, much as bodies do on stage. Much as a dancer’s practiced 

silhouette enchants, so too does the right word in poetry. Both in a simple and ancient 

way moderate the age of machine.  
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I. Entourage of Mermaids



Dear Me 

 

All things were together. Then mind came and arranged them. 

       -Anaxagoras 

 

 

When I meet myself, it doesn’t seem right to begin 

with an introduction, to ask if I am all there, all pins 

in place, cards in the deck, no holes gaping 

at the armpits. When I meet myself, I should already  

know me, but how come when we come into the world 

we only feel half human? We snub those who sell 

their skin to be complete. So Jessica Rabbit’s out 

of the bag, and I admit I sold myself and not how 

I wanted me to. Get well, Past-me says, get bed- 

rest and try again tomorrow. Past-me hasn’t 

given up, keeps reassuring the medics my signs 

are steady, but some of my signs are at the ballet, 

not dreaming, but butting heads with bulls 

who are next in line. Would you rather see a bull 

or a swan? I’ll put my kopeeks on the bull. 

Some of my signs turned themselves in to the civilian 

militia, some are lobbying for peace & profits, and some 

are still cowering from the door knocks of the KGB. 

And remember my friend whose favorite maxim 

was, We are all just people? Well now she’s eating 

spleens. Not till we close do we acquaint ourselves 

with our funereal fugues. I have years to shelve 

my sin, but the layout was designed with the wrong 

palette of reasons. Did I ever like wild orchard? 

Or French cream? Yet I don’t admit that I’m too young 

to know myself. That parrot died before I was born, 

and I was born before I was, so there stands a woodcutter, 

in that cockatoo’s place, which is part mine, studying tap, 

instrumental soles attentive. While I make up—rematerialize 

my cheeks, and it makes a person think twice about trading 

names with trouble. But it was nice meeting me, if they are 

still casting me in those lines, or else I’ll zip myself back 

into my cage, but one thing more—I told you so. And don’t 

tell me I’m a disappointment, because that’s very well, 

I’m a disappointment. I am small, I contain cobwebs.



Tallahassee Canned in a Sea-Glass Jar 

 

 

In the vortex of the black hole crawl red-bugs 

or spider mites, not chiggers but creepers 

 

we had no name for, burrowing inside Spanish 

moss that dripped from centenarian oaks. Mom 

 

and dad didn’t turn trees to timber, but all their mop- 

head toddlers wrested leaves from low bushes in Florida’s 

 

oldest capital, a wedding of the palm tree tropics & bald 

cypress South. On country dirt roads between 

 

gulleys and old sinks rose ghosts of Indians, and bugle 

boys who launched cannons at Natural Bridge. Further 

 

south they send men to the moon, but here they are 

sucked in, this town’s a cane-wielding lady with frills 

 

in her skirt, the grandmother rocking on the maple 

porch with a pitcher of sugarcane tea. Onward! 

 

whoops the converted shaman, the one outfitted 

in grey with a bayonet in his back, and now he spins 

 

in a pole of the world’s greatest magnet, one hundred 

teslas attracting every child, who grows up but not 

 

away, because this town is the peacock’s tail, spreading 

and shutting like slats of an antebellum fan. When 

 

the dust shakes out streamer-blowing mules march 

to the center, they don’t roll, cannons didn’t roll, 

 

but with an entourage of mermaids beached on the backs 

of Harleys they take Natural Bridge, a sure path 

 

to the dewy magnolias layered over mouths 

of rabbits’ burrows, we know as the belly of home. 

 



Ode to My Father’s Hairstyles 

 

 

At eight he is the Yankee Doodle cowboy, hair 

     buzzed and buried beneath a grey brim 

coupled with a jaunty toothpick and sprig of wheat. 

     Decorated with barber’s shears at ten he bestows 

each of his sisters with a bowl of hair, and his 

     fop stands tall, a top with whistling, 

groomed down sides, a look he punted to sixteen, 

     heightened and grinning in a varsity jacket. 

In a few years hair sprawled over the lid 

     jutting from his yellow car, the outgrowth of  

Kal-El, Superman the hermit collecting 

     leaping peace frogs. The country football 

martinet cropped his locks clean as his 

     newborn and nimble wife, who ran a razor 

over his beard and mustache, defining features for 

     Professor Plum. But father was Colonel Mustard, 

querulous as Sophocles, abandoning any plan to 

     reminisce on who was what, which explains 

said philosopher’s beard, unkempt and ragged like 

     tubby and hibernating Mr. Kringle, like 

under-the-bridge and hungry, god bless, while his 

     voluble voice parted mustache hairs that curled 

wispy over lip.  He wasn’t a comb-over guy wrapping a few 

    explicit hairs over a bald head—he wore a curly, 

youthful pony, juxtaposed with grey, until he shaved, 

     zipped his look to Ghandi. The beard twirls alone. 



Ode to My Mother’s Feet 

 

 

As mother grinds her arches past the Oompa-Loompa’s 

 bushy eyebrows and the beta-carotene blood of 

carrot juice junkies, her arches powder themselves with 

 dust, caked on like father’s beard. Her 

erasable arch curves like a shoulder, carved 

 from clay and air, as she freshens 

gardens because her mother was a badger. You 

 heard me, badger, the busy kind with dewy 

irises. On the other sidewalk, Mother’s feet talk to 

 jungle vines, their simple anthropoid shape sends 

kisses to the core of our round planet, while her 

 leather soles pattern bees’ do-si-does, thanking our 

magnificent creator. I’m not much, Mother shrugs 

 nonchalant, her toes brushing the reversible tail 

of an earthworm. Dad agrees there’s nothing 

 pretty in soles blackened by white 

quicksands of Florida, by rocks her feet 

 resemble but forget the names of. Love unravels like 

spools of thread skating under the couch. Ma’s feet are 

 tarbabies, unwashed on the bathtub edge, but 

unmistakable in their print. Brother wears her 

 very insteps into the line, offensive, defensive, and 

winning. We call them royal feet until they 

 box themselves in by turning over, revealing not-so- 

young bottoms, their crackly soles the debris of leaves 

 zookeepers use to pad & spruce their cages. 



Field of a Lineman Brother and his Toe-Shoe Sis 

 

 

Down three and the redundant wife-beater 

prays for the unwound chest of the true team 

 

brother whose slapped helmet protects the darker 

hearts, for decades of yards. Because in dreams 

 

he has, people launder white socks with good 

lavender, and his quadriceps power 

 

cities of God, where he and Ma share blood 

rhythms of tango, and he doesn’t cower 

 

from an odd father, his pa’s a football- 

head who sails between curtains of shredded 

 

snow flurried beneath the Queen and her ball 

where hair-sprayed ladies in white commanded 

 

sleep, so we dreamed the orchestra pit was 

futon while brother manned the line of God’s applause. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Father Strums Tradition 

 

 

Daddio, leap onto the roof fiddling 

to accompany the leopard-skinned lute 

 

played by brother who is now piddling 

away as a Roman God. In France mute 

 

owls sang freedom and nibbled Ireland’s 

leftover potatoes. Daddio you like 

 

C chords and America, you love bands 

with hearts. Ma polished your guitar & bike 

 

so you must be a troubadour. Ma’s 

lovely with captive eyes, so you began 

 

to twirl yourself through mustachios 

because Davy Crockett nabbed brother’s zen 

 

baseball cap, no team, no I, no letter. 

Long ago fiddling on rooftops mattered. 

 

 

 



Teaching Mother to Swim 

 

 

Mother’s cupped palms and semi-webbed toes 

ask the brackish water if she was ever 

a duck. The surface 

 

parts to let our rubbery limbs through and I 

correct her: swan. The peculiar duck 

who grew into 

 

swan is mother, head above surface balancing 

treading with breathing, backpedaling 

through a boxed 

 

swimming hole to her own mother in a canoe. 

We have arrived at that funny age 

when the mother’s 

 

ears start growing cottony, mind drains like Lake Jackson, 

only sometimes a lake, and the daughter 

balancés through water 

 

because she can’t upset the balance 

of hermanas, of kinfolk whose age 

was sediment sucked 

 

into the pool vacuum along with medals for high- 

school medleys, with fathers who 

speak our names 

 

but don’t wear wedding bands or kiss our cheeks 

or remember how brilliant mother 

looks in a bathing 

 

suit. The first time mother swims in ten years 

doesn’t explode but softens like 

marriage or grandfather’s 

 

memory, who soon could no longer distinguish 

his daughter among pacing pool 

vacuum & hippopotamus. 



Boy Answers Reverse Questions 

 

 

Baby, if only you knew how a lifetime of unfallen 

snowflakes pad your ears, how 

clouds don’t rain 

   

on concrete tables where I sit because you 

funneled water into pure tea, 

because you 

 

pretended midnight came every half moon 

& a half, so you went dogwild, 

snout raised 

 

to the air & howling to the moon for a broken 

cigarette, for a tampered 

  heart, because 

 

the airport wasn’t big enough for the celebrity 

guests to nibble goat cheese, 

grown from 

 

sweet grass, and this town was more than big 

enough for the two of us, 

so big 

 

we got lost between left detours and right 

 hand signals, left without 

  anyone to come 

 

home to at one a.m.  Where is your 

 mama?  Sweet is chocolate 

  candy, sweat 

 

is bus-stop loitering, unfinished around 

the edges like the poem 

 I made 

 

you on cardboard.  Did you ever call a shack 

home?  Don’t answer 

 that, look 

 

for golden light wafting between ruddy 

 sycamores.  Your hand 

  is a clam. 



Babyface and Mr. Reaper in the Heat of 115 Degree Shade 

 

 

If the shoe fits, & I can tell you right now, Mr. Reaper, 

it didn’t, then let me be your scullery-maid escort, and no 

 

telling where we’re going, but even a beer glass winking 

on the curb has a better idea, because an excuse 

 

is going to be made, and we’ll take the whiteout 

over guilt. But I’m going to need more than I’m tireds, 

 

Mr. Reaper, more than a choice of fresh flannel shirts 

hung on the barre. I need another mother and don’t 

 

pass on to my first one I said that, Mr. Reaper. We pass 

from the solid world so slowly because first we have to 

 

gray over, because dying isn’t anything until we know 

we are dying. That’s when asphalt separates 

 

skin. The parting doesn’t always happen, and have 

they ever handed you back your application, acrylic 

 

nails tapping now, and waited, lipsticked, for you 

to rewrite your phew, pshaw, and take a breath? 

 

The apocalypse turning over in the empty stomach 

is a good for nothing, and it doesn’t know how 

 

to dance, and you may have to be real in the morning, 

Mr. Reaper, but I’m not done being a toxic human. No one’s 

 

calling tomorrow because I’m not here. I’m not on the plush 

clay topsoil, Mr. Reaper, and I’ve never been anywhere.  

 

So tell me about it over a sweating glass and speak 

freely, Mr. Reaper, because I’m sweating too. 



To the Reader I Alienated 

          

 

The current placeholder for Sunday’s crossword 

is that you erred when you fastened 

me inside your ribcage, and then complained 

about the fit.  Bless the fabric and then sneeze, 

because English is confusing in its use 

of prepositions, but if you’ve brought your 

magnifier of facts, then being confusing once 

was a license we wanted, like being different. We 

wanted, we want, and in the future, we will be 

wanting to be crippled ladies, wheeling ourselves 

through Old Maid communities within a plastic, 

germ-free bag. We want to be a dancer with 

three toes. We will not want to meet eyes 

with the dénouement. But I’m afraid I’m doing it again, 

I think I alienated you once more, but only because 

if you had understood, you’d have stayed 

& dusted your own altar-pieces indoors. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

II. Cinderella and Other Romantic Criminals



 

The Kiss Flew Over Two Star-Marked Shoulder Sets 

 

 

I’m the blue shoes rusting in Elvis’ bathtub 

where music was a jumprope cross-knotting 

 

us together. Not that anything I said was important 

enough to bother you. We 

 

want to think our voices carry our ridges & whorls, 

but it’s your mother on the phone, or was it your brother? 

 

Mercy, no one wants to talk to a feather duster 

anyway, so run yourself 

 

over the table longways, because we think 

our thoughts are dangerous to others, when it’s only 

 

our heads they spike. Nope, pop me those aviators, 

and don’t ask personal 

 

questions; scars camouflage like doorknobs 

in the darkness, like the logic problems we used to run 

 

daily: if Alice and Bruce live in a world where either 

everyone tells the truth 

 

all the time or fibs all the time, who is the fibber? 

But we’re a mixed race; Alice’s universe isn’t 

 

real, and neither on a full moon is space. Neither 

are these hallucinations 

 

of your eyes. I’m the blue shoes, and I’m learning 

what it means to walk on two legs. 

 

 



Blowing Kisses to Star-Marked Backs 

 

 

Bind me fine in the other side of the mirror 

for seven years. Break the glass so I can’t escape 

 

the realm where loss is what you make it, where the man 

you slept with once or tried to plant a kiss on sideways 

 

could be your shepherd if you wanted. And I do, I want 

back every seventies High Times cover on the wall, 

 

every aging olive tin lying tongue-out on the floor 

where we sat because it was cold and the dogs barked 

 

through our fingers because they knew our kind, 

because even though I never stayed till the other side 

 

of night on the flannel heater, on stale sheets, I keep flecking 

at this unscabbed sore, this chipped tooth that never 

 

snapped. And I know who got the short half of a smoke 

on the bed. It was me, not the window that didn’t shut.



 

Elegy on behalf of Charles 

 

 

Follow me to the sirens who smiled 

on the cornerlot, while the police 

blared and no one was home. It was 

August, and in August no one is anywhere. Even 

days tire of being days and run like dogs, days 

speak to each other when we turn our backs 

to the waves, when we wait for the moon’s 

steady tug on our pasts. Days speak 

to each other of our plans, so everyone 

else knows our fates before we do, so we 

are the ones who have to speak into the tin can 

left over from a joke, and we lose our listeners 

at ahem. There are words you can’t say, until 

scout’s fingers have zipped all the way across 

your mouth. Boy, it’s stuffy in this trusty 

Volkswagen rusting in the parking lot. Today’s 

lesson is on unitards and unilateral loves. I’ve been 

there, in those one-way costumes and back. I had 

to ask permission from the father, the religious 

douche, the obsessive troubadour, the garrulous 

hothead. I wanted with all my dandelion 

heads to see his insides. Why, because he 

was tragic, true eyes? And I was comic, 

glue eyes? So I settled for the insides 

of a death house, a place where jealousy 

would, and did, draw blood. Say you 

love vampire bats because they fly 

without making noise. Well we can play this game 

all night, but it doesn’t make me feel 

any better. Russians love the ballet, understand 

that once you lift yourself from Stalin’s spike 

that we are happiest when we remember we 

can die. So Charles latches on his bike  

shoes—good-life charms—& rides into his mad 

eyes, unwilling enslavers. Oh mystery, answer 

my questions as soon as I get my phrasing, stolen 

from the palomino’s airborn mouth. 



Elegy for That Night in New Orleans 

 

 

Shhh, everything isn’t quite alright, so can we 

pretend we know each other? Remember that 

 

night in New Orleans, you are saying to me, you 

are saying to lost-chipmunk-me, on the camping 

 

midnight we won’t have. Remember how there, 

in a crowd—that old familiar herd—you thought 

 

we could know each other? It was because you 

had my hand. It’s getting cold from the top of the electric 

 

dome; help me down. Help me out of the sappy jazz 

chords, “Cin-der-el-li, Cin-der-el-li,” that the player rolls 

 

between his finger and draws out for an exaggerated 

minute. It’s not worth staying later to prove we’re not 

 

still afraid of the dark. But how late is it? What happens 

when midnight tolls? Remember that night in New Orleans? 

 

Here it is, and I’m taking these ten hours, but the earth 

is only spinning one way, and it’s bad service 

 

not to listen to my request for reverse. I can’t just ease 

myself into a cotton shirt to call it a good afternoon. 

 

An incoming transmission from the shielded attic is all 

I have for you now, and I’m hoarding my last signal.  



Elegy for the Two Weeks’ Notice, Because I’m Not Done Yet 

 

 

I’m not done missing the scruffy boy 

who’s clean but never gets clean, with his roaches 

 

for video games, and from video games, breeding 

into and out of this parallel universe. Because 

 

I’ve just realized my life is uncollected vinyl, and if 

that feels familiar it’s because I’ve been lived 

 

before. Soundglass & stained mirrors, rebounding 

the music into our ghost faces, recycled spots, 

 

because that’s how we grew up. Please remember, 

we say to the crystal-eyed ear of the grave. Please 

 

remember, we say for the vital strings that pull 

us, recasting us into four tempered syllables, 

 

pumpkins recast as carriages, when two words 

take on all the nuances of meaning we’d never 

 

spell aloud. Please remember the path from my palm 

line to yours, so I have somewhere to visit, 

 

because if silence brushes me back into myself 

it’s drafty, and the steps are a long way down. 



Elegy for the Romantic Criminals 

 

 

If he had kissed me on my eyelashes 

they would have regrown; my face would have 

 

kept color and not had to shrink up and hide. 

We hide in mountains, we are the romantic 

 

criminals, caped and caked, and crafting hidden bright 

spots. If everyone’s stepmother had a handle on the face 

 

of the moon, they’d have stripped his smoky eczema 

down, flattened his crevices, zipped his dry patches, 

 

until he shone like a plain white punch-hole, 

while we held a tiny card with a tinier hole 

 

to the eye because it’s supposed to be like seeing 

your own inner lining, which is unmistakable 

 

and that’s why we can’t talk. They would have 

flattened him too and because they didn’t, that’s why 

 

he stayed charming while the world used beetle 

droppings to make up for it’s flaws. String mandolins 

 

with the other arrangement of strings were 

something no one else in this huge white universe 

 

had ever heard, except for him and anyone 

like him, and for me, I could have listened 

 

and listened, but for him, his fretless ears closed up, 

prepared for an over-peppered sforzando of toy pianolas.



Elegy for a Vague Coat of Myself 

 

 

Charles’ lips tried to remain composed, funeral-sealed, 

but mine became inchworms in a vat of caffeine, 

 

because the mouse eclipses the elephant. Who is 

at the top of the totem pole? Who will splinter 

 

when we fall? All great empires come to an end 

in the Roman Catholic faith. Rebellion shaved 

 

fuck into one side of her head, and she was beautiful 

and desperate, and that’s a dangerous duo, and one 

 

that raps at my own secret window. We can’t find 

any good omens, so we’ll be something bleak 

 

or something to take notice of, but all the notices 

are shoddy, and slop to black infinities of the cellar 

 

basement, black gaps in the former perfect 

universe, a tire swing into empty space. Come back 

 

to me, in the other space where emptiness holds 

our hands, when underneath layer & layer of pearl, 

 

of onion, of clean-cut locks, is the pungent clover. 

There’s no charm here, and when four black leaves 

 

are going to take you, there’s no blinking stoplight. 

All we have is either to become the trick puppet 

 

or forfeit our palms to the dry rain, but the part 

we need is not in stock, or one we can’t afford.



Charles on Cardboard 

 

 

Give me your shot flowers—trade for bike pedals 

hung in the afternoon, from the underbelly 

 

of a staircase, and when one petal is left the count 

lands on he loves me not. We weren’t neighbors 

 

& the catch in his voice blocks us out as friends, 

because we were a Junga Tower with no middle 

 

pieces, so give me your frozen tempeh—I kept 

fermenting the sweatshirts until my scent took his over, 

 

his patchouli & ruffled eyebrows, but only I’m making 

dots on the map of our words, just to say I’ve been there, 

 

just to jump a train to Pensacola for a weekend. Give me 

Arizona going green from the tea—I’ll erase any cross-marks, 

 

any tallies in the lowest column, because I wanted to see him 

in the morning. And Charles says No and yes on that cigarette, 

 

little girl, because that you don’t need, and I’m the one 

who first hooked you on the skinny line. We were only 

 

cake-eaters once in our lives, and in oh-five the munchies 

became another smudge on a dark wall, and the blackouts 

 

became so important we recreated them at parties, but hats 

don’t work when our hair was as long as this nine-fold 

 

dining-room, and I was a leopard sprawling on the fire pit, 

because on a wet night the only escaping flames were found 

 

in museums, & because a finger-tip & lighter in my hand 

were so forgiving losing everyone came ready as the sixty-one 

 

union army, as twelve clock chimes, and for his kindness 

give me a metronome, something to help keep my face. 



Dry Aftermath of Wet Desire 

 

 

Before this goes further, we agree: Don’t look behind 

you. Wait in the moon’s shadow. Dance with others, 

 

not him. We’re both adults, right? But when the queen 

ant eats her workers, what does she feel? In Iran men 

 

lift veiled women into their laps to pretend they are 

banging death herself. Yes, I can walk a straight line 

 

but my destination is a lie—that two bodies can collide 

yet remain unchanged. If this is only fun, why 

 

have I become a sea turtle’s teardrop, hesitating 

before dissolving into plain, wet sand. 



Peter Pan, This Isn’t Wendy 

 

 

John, soften the porchlight when the officers 

come by on Thursday. John, soften my socks 

 

with the lavender sheets. John, soften & 

here: The growers’-stand is closed, and how 

 

are we going to appear able, John, with toilet 

paper in our shoes? Cough, stutter, Jack- 

 

of-all-trades, can you renew my stuttering 

knee? Jack-of-all-trades, clear-eyed 

 

& American, bustin’ my car & nobody’s 

business. Black out; in—animals we’re 

 

sewing the pockets on, to a tongue 

in the bathroom, an affair we could’ve 

 

had, John, aprons off. Are you a member 

here? Oh, John, but I belong. Blue t-shirts 

 

checked out of, not another rumor to go on 

sandwiches. In the kitchen, Mother, they make 

 

all the meals out of shared sheets, Sunday 

sunbonnets, & the senate’s supper. Ding, 

 

ding, open, close, make me a new club 

without the cinnamon, John, make me gold 

 

collars in the ATL, a twenty-dolla’ ink 

mark: heart, jk, just kiddin’ about the climax, 

 

John. There’s no plot, the end is short. 

John, the porch glare doesn’t soften 

 

and neither does anything else. John, 

use an umbrella, be a yarmulke in the drops. 

 

 



For Charles, Who We Chase 

 

 

Charles with the candle eyes I can see 

ghosts in, Charles with eyes 

 

of blue lightning that flew in and out 

of midnight rain, with eyes of a vanishing 

 

Jesus. He treks between streamers 

of midnight rain and stands to hum 

 

on a cigarette with feet of crumbling 

ash, that never quite breaks, with feet 

 

of elves who cobbled behind the fireplace 

and battled in go-karts at five a.m. 

 

Charles, startle us with breath 

of a matchstick striking, that is an almost 

 

perfect chord on the mandolin. 

Charles with his hair of shredded 

 

gold, with his heartbeat of a vein 

inside the purplest mountain, with his 

 

heartbeat of shifting smoke, that lets 

go and our fingers let go of our 

 

aprons, but Charles with the lips 

of parting glass curtains, with hands 

 

of a blanketing wind, but Charles 

with the voice of palmetto leaves, 

 

whispering in my palms is Charles 

with the voice of the moon’s 

 

hands, with a voice that blows 

away & we chase it in mute. 



 

Tiger Charming with the Trouble Breath 

 

 

with hair of soft shredded burlap, 

hair of the rope swings, hair 

 

we grab onto when we’re afraid 

of plummeting off the world. 

 

His mouth of the sloppy hippopotamus 

grabs me like a slovenly clamp, his mouth 

 

like the wolf is collecting kittens 

by the neck. Hands of African Vikings, 

 

who in one version of history plundered 

all the women and alcohol into his bed 

 

on rebounding springs, sending you back 

into his bed of cold patches, then the tiger 

 

has already got his prey and his teeth 

are transforming opals and his teeth 

 

bite us with spells so we fall in love 

with his voice and with his heat and when 

 

they’re young they’re temperature-sensitive, 

and they need his belly of brick & mortar, his 

 

belly, formed wet clay warmed by sun. And his 

eyes of canopy-sky wildernesses, his eyes 

 

lead me back to his den. But a tiger never 

eats the same prey, if he killed something 

 

once, he’d be a vulture to pick at it again. 



A Night of Missteps in the City Below Sea Level 

  

 

I am New Orleans in between two men, my friends 

for the moment when the curtain falls, 

 

pounding like a heart, which is still soft, 

while the rest of me is hardening 

 

like hot stuff glue on the tips of our fingers. 

I think of you now, because we did not 

 

want to go; sure we talked on stairwells 

but the buildings no longer meet the sky. Have any 

 

of you seen buildings like us? Who made us? But we 

knew once people found us they’d love us, 

 

but the gatekeeper’s asleep—somebody is nervous 

as a crane in need of a toothpick, and no, sirs, 

 

you have not lost your wit, everything is just slow 

until the sun rises. And is this second exactly how 

 

you want your second to be? Because this is our 

second, and it’s flying away like a chicken 

 

on a wishbone. All we wanted was to dance, 

and if I can really be a genie—because who 

 

else would I be at this francophone hotel room 

where my eyes are wide as a policeman’s 

 

horse—if I can really be a genie, after all, 

what I wish for is not to hear the sound of my own 

 

voice, my own echo, to really know I am the baubles 

lobbed into the mob, far away from the lone 

 

windswept handout flapping on the bridge. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III. Canned Pointillism



Is Ballet Sex? 

 

 

The towering lady had the longest gams 

any of us had ever seen, and she wrapped 

around us like a cloud, like the best handjob 

anyone ever gave you on the autobus. We don’t pray, 

we move. We don’t practice church, we practice 

our bodies. Going for hours with unspoken smoking 

breaks, after the theaters let out, and so what if 

there was work in the morning, but mighty bodies! 

in the blackest fashion. You look so pale, and the cowboy 

boots come off at the door, but the delicate slippers 

are befitting when I make the rules. Plotless, storyless, 

one night of plain bodies in their highest moment, 

but crack us on anything and we’ll bleed hot, capable 

and limber in play floam; toxic, made in China, 

but you said the act was exquisite; strange, 

beyond human, with white crotches under platters 

presented to an eager eye. Good evening, you’re 

cutting back on enjoying yourself these days, but I 

think tonight it’s worth coming. There are thirteen 

girls and one man, and they’re athletes on 

balance and on point. They’ll come again if 

you want, they perform with canned pointillism 

& the careful stroke, the one only some have 

in them, the sixth element we didn’t have a column 

for, and they said ballet was sex but she 

wasn’t. She was the daisy-chaining girl who loved 

music, spinning and oblivious that we saw 

right under her flailing dress. 

 

 

 

 



 

Spotlight on Undercover 

 

 

Naked ballerinas in the hot tub learn to fly, 

because underneath their clothes, when you peel 

 

back the lace skirt you discover, dancers are swans. 

Catch me here because it was not for me to révérance 

 

with proper grace, even on the table. A naked ballerina— 

no camel toe, no humped belly, all steel and skin 

 

and feathers. Better to be the naked ballerina 

instead of the naked clown. Better hasta luego, 

 

never goodbye. When, stripped of his suit, the clown 

can’t pretend it’s the puff nose they find hilarious, 

 

it’s the man himself. The man himself—do we have 

any philosophers in the hot tub? Of course we do; 

 

plain men are everywhere, men who think intelligence 

is a gel they can comb through their hair if they please. 

 

So we do have “philosophers” and am I psychic? The past 

is sold at an embarrassing price, the present is better, 

 

and the future is for mostly the Gods, and for naked ballerinas, 

who dangle their icy feet off the clouds of Mt. Olympus and say 

 

no thank you as the nectar is passed around, wicked dancers 

whose blood is turgid and bleeds crooked and never crystalline. 

 

If you see them for what they are, not naked, from the house; 

but naked, in your house, you see the burden we carry 

 

in our clothes. You can dance under lamplight with yourself 

inside them until your wingblades almost feather over, and then 

 

you will get that they are part of one of the yet-to-be discovered 

classes of matter, or else one that will never be discovered 

 

at all. They are all motion and no more, and motion, once 

you miss it, is something else you can’t get.



Drip-dry Ballad for the Bolshoi 

 

 

Quick-change into a pearly gown, where two 

undiscovered lovers almost meet fingerprints, 

 

but the secret closes with twenty- 

hundred spiny umbrellas. Love is the rondes 

 

de jambe outlasting the grandest scale 

of the orchestra, the lifts that come 

 

from the air, finish in the air, and never 

go anywhere at all, but the ballerina’s head 

 

rested on God’s wholesome beard, and it can’t 

be backpedaled by a limp ankle, by the chimp 

 

slow-crawling his lustful gypsy cab, because love 

is Ekaterina and Vladimir cat’s cradling 

 

each other with roped linen shawls, spindled 

round like the fraying hair of the girl whose 

 

heart is dance, and you can gossip over 

anything with buckets of dynamite 

 

champagne, but love will twist soft like darned 

canvas-slippers, around the weaves of maypole 

 

ribbon, and the toe-touching roosters will 

try to a-doodle you up, but minks & mustachios 

 

can miss a wordless anything, and we bravoed 

for hours but Mr. Barnes called it a plotless 

 

ballet, which was true, but love is a plotless 

poem, and in this poem love is the eggshell 

 

tights that never needed tumbling, and after 

each curtain had still never been worn, & never 

 

cracked because they were frescoed 

onto willow legs, with dragon-belly scales. 

 



Sunday with No Hands 

 

 

I. 

You are not a lucky one who piles pointe 

shoes high in the garbage pail before leaving 

the theater. You try piling the garbage pail low 

 

but it breaks your heart. Half your pointe shoes 

hang like medals, half are tucked away 

in a keepsake box like a baby’s tooth. 

 

II. 

The fairy godmother on the mountain 

tells a story about a girl who loves to dance. 

 

III. 

You close your eyes so you do not hear, 

but the Abominable Snowman repeats 

every word by megaphone. You close 

  

your eyes also so you do not cry, so your 

tears pool in heavy lids like wet shellac 

in a pointe shoe. You want to be hard, 

 

IV. 

but now everything’s soft. You’re way 

off the boat and no more doggy 

paddling. Your mother sunbathes, bored 

 

on the shore, and your father eats 

squash in ankle height water. But your other 

mother stands at the helm, offers 

 

V. 

you a life preserver. You slip your stomach 

through the ring like it’s the oddest tutu. 

As a collection of thin hands heave-ho you 

 

up, you split your legs so wide, the ocean leaps 

to catch you, but gets only a mouthful of air. 



Under Blue Light Boxes 

 

In the dream we are dancing, all three of us in one 

   just as it always must be, matching toes to 

tulle, tiaras to fingers, curve of the neck to curve 

   of the lumbar to curve of the mind which 

must be like stage lights and glow tape keeping us 

 

   in line, or else we’d have to start over. 

All three of us divvying up steps meant for 

   two finding the steps are the lamp that burns 

for eight days—and how? Below, we are spinning and 

   stumbling, wobbly-kneed, we see solution: a break at the 

Chinese Chow Dungeon on Tennessee Street. You drive. 

 

   By the way, I’m not hungry. You, wisp nurse and gumby 

doctor, also not hungry, except for the unswallowable 

   applause. Shot from stage spot beams, 

boxed blue light does not cast sick coloring, but of spirits. 

   If only we could transcend their ticket-holding eyes 

into their awakening. Ahhh, they’d say. 

   I’m not hungry. We are the only 

 

people inside the Chow, but everyone who needs 

   to be, is dressed down for the occasion, 

bearded. Beer and buttermilk mark 

   every setting. For us, from ceiling cocoons emerges blue 

light. The overflowing plastiglass goblets 

   scare me into fleeing, almost, but you pick up goblet 

after goblet. We are looking over—you gobble 

   down pitcher of chardonnay, merlot, Let 

 

me be, we have a show tonight, I’m celebrating. We, et. 

   al., of course ignore the buttermilk, admire your gobs 

of valor. Full, and falling underground we land, all in this pool, 

   holding glasses. Go ahead, eyes are pushing but we are looking 

over, raining every last drop of anything from upturned glasses 

   onto our unawakened neighbors. We’ve got to get in line, our 

glass slippers in line. We are not French or fairytale or 

   New Yorkian or nothing, not the lamp that burns 

blue light, just Mother’s pocketgun through the bad guy’s temple. 



Post-Performance  

 (A Sestina) 

    

    

You’ve hinged in half. Humans don’t fly, 

so how can you? Your dance pulse is weak; sores 

are colossal tonight. And this is your dream: 

to dance, you remind yourself. You say 

“These sequins, sautés, scabs, are all I want,” 

but at night you have secrets. 

 

 

Projected onstage you rip hearts, hatch love—it’s no secret. 

And there is no tinted magic as a fly 

settles on your calluses and you want 

a fresh body. You half-heartedly slap balms, anoint sores. 

But the stagehand is calling, “They say 

please repeat the performance. It was a dream.” 

 

 

Are the red vessels in your eyes a dream? 

You want more moonlit glissades. You want the secret 

that is beneath gossamer wrap skirts and tights. You say 

“What do I have to do everyday?” Make the body fly, 

is the answer, and everything will soar. 

You will leap into God’s arms like you want 

 

 

and waltz with him. He knows how. “I want 

this dance,” he will command and not ask. In the dream 

he does not have a face, but who knows? The sore 

comes when a boy whines and you don’t hear. It’s no secret 

you’re whirling light-years away. But your eyes fly 

back to your dream—you spin twenty times. Witnesses say 

 

 

“That was silk ribbon dangling from a kite. Who can say 

there was ever anything better? But doesn’t she want 

to use her brain, to stop relevéing up and down, a fly 

pretending to rise like the sun?” It’s your dream 

and you know you are the Russian princess’ secret. 

Anastasia is still alive, taking bubble baths to dull the sore. 

 

 

 

 



She has no room for the rubber duck, you none for a shore- 

bound duck boy. Choreographers direct, “Say 

everything with your limbs but keep your head secret 

so the audience will wonder and want 

and pay, like they were paying for the dream 

of a world they vandalized.” A boy in the bathroom zips his fly 

 

 

after the show. Backstage on sores, you tiptoe out. You want 

powdered faces to say lives changed. You go to dream 

in secret you are a real dancer, one of the birds that can fly. 

 



Dance Set Against an Empire State Backdrop 

 

I. Modern Riffs on What Human Means 

 -for Alvin Ailey 

 

Gravity is the first ruler of the earth and he jetés 

 to find land. Foot a neat tracker 

 

where earth meets air, a snowball padded against the ear 

of a friend, where wind meets gravity. 

 

His yang, she moves perpendicular because how else 

did two bodies ever intersect, shoulder 

 

to shoulder, knees and toes, ever dot the upturned 

hands of time. That’s all I got, Time says, 

 

backing away from the fold-out table. That’s all, 

and strawberry shortcake on Sundays. 

 

While the back wriggles away, the back like the kind 

of tree that passes our tests with tens, 

 

cambréing to the ground but no satisfying snap. No 

no, can’t get none, mama, because we 

 

squirm in our own bodies as stars do before they become 

galaxies, and our primordial bones 

 

jingle-jangle door to door, hammer, anvil, most of all 

the funny, because tonight’s a jolly 

 

evening for prayer before our hands stop fitting 

together in the old way. In the sassy 

 

skirt a fan kick’s as good as a quarter, ricocheting 

through the slot machine of our eyeballs. 

 

All sevens, we have a winner, who shakes like it’s all we 

could do. It’s training a dog, a baby 

 

brother who came brown from the earth, donned the white 

 crown and never the red sash. When you cut 

 

our backs did they bleed? Or did they turn gold 

 like sunflowers, a few whip turns 



 

latching the head to God’s famous toy ball, foghorn 

 eyes, magnifier mouths, and ten fingers 

raised for his shine, and he beamed us up, Shake on. 

 

 

II. How to Crack Nuts: The Party Scene 

 -for Tchaikovsky and Petipa 

 

Too many mice spoil the soup, no matter how 

many tales they have, no matter 

 

who pulled the tail of the Big Bad Wolf, he’s been 

 on hold for half a century while we 

 

oblige a little girl’s dream, and you know that means 

 veils, rings & veils spun from a stowaway 

 

pillowcase. What else can a man’s hand mean 

 in any language but a promise 

 

he might keep, maybe you, fresh picked from his 

 harem, fresh before deepening 

 

with sap. All rise for this soup-can wedding, 

 masquerading with soap-box vows 

 

of I’ll file your corns with my teeth, grind, click, 

 nut, and a shoe in the hand is worth 

 

two on the feet, and the birds were relinquished 

 to another ballet. Try your toes without 

 

a tweeter, advised Mother and she was right. How else 

did snowflakes come alive, marionettes 

 

pulled from their heart-boxes. Here appears a chest 

 cavity, and escort us to the land 

 

of the fairy caterpillar, where mice turn up where you 

 least expect, ladies’ skirts, a rocking horse, 

 

as if the antlers were disguise. This is a little girl’s 

 dream, before a stovepipe uncle capers 

 

 



away. Make a promise out of a wand & penché, out 

 of a gesture with no elbows, no hanky-panky 

 

in the morning, only a prince whose stiff jaw was excusable 

 because he needed her as used chewing gum 

 

needs a ridge-bottomed shoe, as Fritz needed conscription 

 or a girl, a field to try his flair for battle. 

 

 

III. How to Crack Nuts: The Kingdom of Sweets 

 -for George Balanchine 

 

And the soldiers go marching down, to the ballet 

 to get out of the gift boxes. Herr 

 

Drosselmeyer, Uncle Anything spins the hands 

 of time until they point two seconds 

 

to the right, two seconds past a babydoll ballet 

 shoe howdy-doodying a rat’s hefty 

 

jaw. All I want for Christmas is the littlest crown, 

 Clara sings in chorus, your two front 

 

crowns, corrects maestro, who just dropped in 

 on the roof for what appears a neat 

 

adage, a developpé elangé until the ribbon’s 

 undone, until a child who can’t 

 

get over a bandage on the jaw. He pecks and haws 

 and hems a pair of legs until they 

 

sometimes reach ground, and from a body half 

 complete perspective, that’s worth 

 

the cosmetology it takes to get there, another 

 pseudo-science like astrology 

 

or balletology, the study of an art owned by seven- 

 year-olds, seventy pounders, and those 

 

with seven hundred thousand in their pockets. But before 

 we move away from the white bed-skirt 

 



trailing unabashed down Broadway, or the drop of honey, 

 souvenir for any flower nested by a bee, 

 

who spins more times than we care to count, after all how 

do you count Clara’s curls as they blanket 

 

her eyes in a wish or a cry. Flip a coin, how do you count 

the candy canes springing through hoops. 

 

Heads by the marshmallow wands of Apollo’s snowflakes, 

tails by the sealed lips of the house. 

 

 

IV. In Practice 

 

The young Italian dancer doesn’t speak a word, of course 

 not, but did you ask his feet, 

 

did you ask French, not English, between the rondes 

 de jambe coupe? One hand on the barre, 

 

your pet squirrel, because we are children in the old 

 adage, where a kiss on the cheek 

 

tastes syrupy but never sweet, as fouettés find 

 front and music, only to lose it in 

 

scattered applause. Find a place or that old kiss, one 

 foot rocketed into the air, a first 

 

snow, no two can be explained, which is why 

 technique can’t be taught, only 

 

laced tight as satin shoes. My first time they bled 

 and the men were all bravado, 

 

unencumbered by bound lotus feet they whip- 

 turned, hands assured on imaginary 

 

vests, while we teetered because woman is ballet 

 and she is precarious, flypaper skin 

 

shredding with burlap slippers, up close nothing seems 

 to be, but she has a savory line. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IV. From Russia with Love 



Unapology I: From Russia to Cassandra in Sha (USA) 

 

 

Don’t record anything Cassandra, not the doomed prophetess 

but my believable friend, and remember when you 

 

were the Queen of Egypt and I was your pet fox with the baritone 

voice? And they asked me to sing falsetto, but it was never 

 

me, and a fly zapped through my ear canal so I danced 

like a fox, and like the infamous hunchback, and you,  

 

Esmeralda, Cassandra, drank the wine of fermented grape- 

fruits, which is hard to find on any continent, and in Egypt 

 

foxes were so rare they called us skunks. I’m sorry 

my voice backed away from all the ears and balled up 

 

in my kidney, and my liver only rattles around rattlers 

who hiss after you and eat your sweat. Vegetable sweat 

 

is vkusno, da, but corn sweat brought the Yuri Gagarin 

statue home from the sorry cheek of the moon. For me & E.T. 

 

home was a sad place to go, Cassandra, and the t-shirt 

we twined around my knuckles was no kiss 

 

for Gretl von Trapp’s guilt. I’m writing with commas 

and the ashy cherry but for you, Cassandra, I’m not sorry, 

 

I’m sorry for the man who asked a devushka for a smoke, 

because she wanted to be a lone bird. I’m sorry for the math- 

 

professor-to-be who wanted to dine with the friend 

I wasn’t, and I don’t like men because they all have a gold- 

 

filled smile and they want to paste it onto your cheek, and I 

don’t like skirts because men try to x-ray-eye them. 

 

I don’t like the word “like” but my brain’s as slow 

as the blue line on the metro so count my stops. We’re 

 

underground, Cassandra, and I don’t understand, 

ne ponimayu, but follow my tarnished krasni fingertips. 

 

 



I like the ballet, Cassandra, because foxes can be squirrels 

with Cleopatra and hold hands with her throne-bearers, 

 

and touch always ends without undressing, 

but with bravo, bravo—we leap, they roar. 



Card in Papi’s Bard-Sleeve 

 

 

When my foot fell off I tightened 

onto the stick of nothing in my 

 

hand and said adieu. Dad, Papi, my teacher 

told me don’t call you father, and everyone 

 

else who used to think was at Park 

Kulturi when the birds became 

 

bombs. Americans have so few words 

for winged things, and to a Russian 

 

eagles and dragons are an exchange made 

on a flat terrace, where I don’t have the kopeeks 

 

but the bus nul-nul-vosem is stalling 

on my eyes. Oh Papa, oh Papi nothing’s 

 

formal now, except attire at the ballet. I’ve 

seen Shelkunchik a thousand times but only 

 

one had a qualified seal to bark for, and Papa, oh 

Papi, ponyatna ili nyet? I speak a very different 

 

syllable and my jaw needs grease 

on its accent, and I don’t have anything true 

 

from you except the story of the time when you 

were six and the neighborhood bullies brought 

 

matches and pocketknifes and swindled you 

from youth, and I was there too, a yellow card 

 

in your father’s undeniable pocket, and when 

he sent you back out to pull up the beast 

 

inside your bitty six-year-old chest, I wanted 

to throw myself down, because I know you and I 

 

want to show you how not to be a man, but I’ve 

been a card all my life, Papi, and never a bard 

 

 



or a bird. And the guitar with Tolstoy 

in the painting came at a price but Papi 

 

you’re worth it. I’m not sure if mandolin 

is a better word but that’s you Papi, the sitar 

 

in the lap of Tolstoy, who is also you, and that’s me, 

the sip of wine ignored in the goblet, but someone 

 

paid pretty money so please drink me and then 

become another song. I’m old from waiting, Father 

Lion, twirl me on a G flat into your Polish gut. 



Everyone at the Masquerade is a Disguised Wolf 

 

 

In the den of wolves in the Novgorod 

wooded basement one wolf after 

 

another pulls the reverse trick of my honest 

Uncle Peter who used to slip a five-note 

 

into a handshake. They’re pulling every 

five out the ears I don’t have, and their 

 

howls echo nowhere, and every nightmare 

oil globule is plastered to my eyes. No, they 

 

aren’t tears, they’re the change you store 

in a phony lighter, in a pencil casing Customs 

 

triple checks for heroin. That’s wolf 

sweat, doctor, and I don’t know why wolf 

 

sweat’s on me. If no one attends to a boy 

who cries wolf, what about a half- 

 

swan who resembles a werewolf? Wolf doc! Wolf, 

not chicken pox! Ahh, where are the ballerina 

 

tapochki, the house-slippers that root me 

to the halo of a grapefruit tree. This is a serious and aware 

 

wolf, doc, call a nurse, call anyone from the morning 

zone, X the twilight. Have my owls, the hoo-hoos 

 

of death make lizard tails disattach at the papier- 

mâché joint. The craftwork’s not hodgepodge 

 

it’s wolf, another without any kind of fangs, 

whose hand-sewn, tarred gums are the bitter 

 

hemlock of little creatures everywhere, the ones 

whose mouths don’t talk. We’re cavemen in the mud, 

 

but the airplanes overhead are wolf. They’re wolf 

with an official stamp from the union of forgotten jackals. 



Black Majesty 

 

 

Be a confessional for a rooster who once appeared 

on your chin, for command without command, 

 

for black swans when they’re out of white, for knowing 

and not believing, until you don’t know what you like, 

 

if an engrossing beard is better than plain skin. Pardon, 

Your Darkness, but can the rest of the city remove 

 

their glasses before I am dunked into myself for pennies. 

Who gets the dog in Smolensk? Where is he, Your Darkness, 

 

when the husband moves to Siberia? For it is told all 

things have an equal, someone’s dragging-eyed 

 

relative sits opposite another breather, so we say 

look at that, because it sounds better. And here’s Godfather 

 

on wings, and he’s never been heard of before, so take 

my wishes, Your Darkness, because I won’t be needing 

 

them, but if you have a chance, wish me somewhere 

personal, because I’ve been made a postcard without 

 

my consent, and I didn’t arrive. That’s all, Black Majesty— 

wish me a soft morning, where he misidentified 

 

my everything and that became who I was 

for the time being. And there are lines 

 

you can cross and lines you can’t, and everyone 

has learned that, but crosses anyway. 



Naked Ballerinas in Flight: Dream with Cinderella in Six Acts 

 

 I do not try to dance better than anyone else. I only try to dance better than 

myself. 

        -Mikhail Baryshnikov 

 

(for Natalia) 

 

.   .   . 

 

 

1.. What the Hell was God doing? 

 

  Embarking at Barcelona, at a sunset palace are all the living 

zombies, wings folded, feathers 

 

  shed like skin at midnight, but have you found 

my glass slippers yet? Glass 

 

  ballet slippers? I just found out I’m playing 

 

  Cinderella, isn’t it a thrill? A fire-breathing thrill? Drop 

your pants for me again until we are 

 

  all doing the naked Macarena. I am sure to wear 

my pointe shoes for emphasis, but they giggle and dub 

 

  me Chewbaca. In the moment I look at my 

feet, check my seatbelt in this life, 

 

  my life where I am not Chewbaca and my funnyman 

zoot suit hasn’t developed a rusty 

  zipper, in the moment you peek—Mom, it was only 

one little check, under the Christmas tree in sock- 

  

  footed pajamas—you are gone. You do not 

resemble yourself in any way. So here is Houdini’s 

 

  make-up artist to paint our clown cheeks, so when 

we go, we will still be hilarious 

 

  pairs of red dots floating, cheek-height, down 

well-worn streets. Robert Frost was wrong, because 

 

  even the unworn path was still worn. 

 



 

2. Sears & Discount Dance Catalogues 

 

  Even the top-shelf dress has been worn, so 

 

  what can you do? but eat Chinese 

noodles with chopsticks, letting one roll 

 

  away under bed, to Chewy’s world, because 

someone said, 

 

  We have to wear our goggles straight, because monkeys 

are similar 

 

  to birds? Or at least Apes can fly. 

 

  I go on remembering as I stand 

with my thumb up in Arizona. I ordered 

 

  boots but the package has not left Minnesota, and Sweetheart, 

I wish I could track myself with you, 

 

 

3. Back to That Checker-Box Café 

 

  where I am never late for my 

entrance, where I make it as expected 

 

  yet unexpected but on the high 

note of the orchestra. You are Miss 

 

  Mary Mack jumping so high 

 

 

4. Elephants in the Sky 

 

  stoned teenagers in the backseat make googly 

eyes like the caterpillar aliens we used to collect 

 

  on keychains, humbled and fumbling with the sex 

of it all. We are the leaves 

 

  schoolgirls trip on coming back from 

our café, where we can never get in. The owner 

 

  sweeps us away from the door with the listlessness 



of a dump-truck, with the no-no-no of Young 

  Drunken Mother, when the opposite is always 

true. The cavalier cannot undo my zipper, & any 

 

  minute now the conductor could fling open 

his door and demand a rehearsal, garter 

 

  straps and all. No way we can 

get these hooks over your large 

 

  legs; what did you do—eat? Every 

blustery afternoon spent pining for the stage, 

 

  pointe shoes like sweet cinnamon buns 

crackling on trays in the oven. Jellyworms 

 

  dance better than I do, I whine only for 

Margot Fonteyn if she’s out there listening, 

 

  out there lying on some couch in Hell pointing 

her luxurious feet. Jerry Garcia is dealing 

 

  seven cards and asking Margot if she 

ever thought of choreographing to “Friend of the Devil,” or if 

 

  she ever used to walk barefoot under bridges 

in London, silver bracelet catching 

 

  light and flesh on a boy’s hand as they stood and kissed 

under the bridge, whether or not it was 

 

  raining, whether or not angels were watching, 

tabbing this one for the books, jealous 

 

  of ballerinas, who are more angelic than even 

angels themselves, saving records for the moment 

 

  every ballerina is opened only the gate 

 

 

5. Of Hell. The Drink Is on the House 

 

  or my tab. The bartender has grown tired of my stories. 

I’ve bankrupted all my credit on a shore 

 

  outside Moscow, where the tutu-ed lady tossed 



my basket of eggs out the window and asked 

  Prince Charming if he’d like to make love 

 

 

6. And Could We Please Do It Now 

 

  because if we put all our effort into making 

her a joke I’d like her punchline to be like lava 

 

  dripping over the combs of greasy-haired men 

glinting in the back row, until the magma 

 

  oozes their hands out of their pockets 

cursing the final pirouette. Margot’s doing 

 

the Monster Mash and she gives me the signal 

to turn into a tomato, or else you must roll 

 

me up into gerbil food, but could we scratch 

everything, and make me a rose you hand 

 

to the prima? What is Cinderella but a glorified 

Maid? And I am no good at cleaning. 
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